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Midwinter Financial Services Pty Ltd (Midwinter), ABN 22 121 020 620, has endeavoured to ensure that the information contained in this 
communication is accurate, but to the maximum extent permitted by the Law, disclaims all liability for errors or omissions. Midwinter 
provides no warranties and makes no representation that the information generated is appropriate for your particular circumstances. 
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Introduction 
Midwinter has been providing product comparison tools since the release of our Reasonable Basis comparison tool 
in 2007.  

Our new Product Comparisons feature provides improve functionality to previous comparison features in AdviceOS 
and is built with HTML5 for multi-device and multi-browser support.  

Overview 
Product Comparisons can be used in conjunction with our Total Portfolio Analysis (TPA) feature for product 
comparisons and projection analysis. 

This feature supersedes the current set of Product to Product modules available in AdviceOS, which include: 

 Super to Super 

 Pension to Pension 

 Invest to Invest  

 Super to Pension 

Product Comparisons provides users with improved outputs and analysis to help advisers meet their best interest 
obligations. 

Product Comparisons also allows users to compare the following scenarios (this functionality is coming soon): 

 Analyse the impact of transferring of Super to SMSF: 

• Rolling retail funds into an SMSF 

 Comparing non-individuals including:  

• Company 

• Trust 

• SMSF  

 

Existing product to product modules (Silverlight) 

As with all of our HTML5 upgrades, you will have access to both the old and new features for a few months. We 
recommend you take the time to understand and train staff to use new Product Comparisons features. Training is 
available via this manual and the Product Comparisons training video. If you require further assistance please 
contact our Customer Support. 

Please note that any reports and templates that were configured at the dealer group or practices level will still be 
available in Product Comparisons. New product comparison templates have also been added specifically for the new 
features. 
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What is new in Product Comparisons? 
Product Comparisons now resembles Total Portfolio Analysis (TPA) in its design and functionality.  

It includes all of the functions of the existing Product to Product features, with the following enhancements: 

 Compare existing, recommended and now alternative products; 

 Compare SMSF, companies or trust entities (coming soon); 

 Create Hypothetical platforms with investment portfolios to provide a faster way to compare platforms 
before making a recommendation, and populate reports demonstrating like for like research; 

 Selecting products to include in a comparison will no longer impact the products shown in Total Portfolio 
Analysis (TPA).  

How to set up a comparison 
Your clients’ current products will flow through from the Fact Find and the Total Portfolio Analysis into the new 
Product Comparisons feature. The settings page in Product Comparisons allows users to do the following: 

 Create Comparison - select the client and type of product comparison users want to perform based on the 
below selection: 

• Super to Super to Super 

• Super to Pension 

• Pension to Pension 

• Investment to Investment 
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Once you have selected the type of comparison you would like to perform, your client’s current products will flow 
through from Fact Find and TPA . Product Comparisons is similar to the filters in TPA in that only relevant platforms 
will be displayed. 
 

 

From the above screen, you can manage recommendations, create new platforms and ensure the existing and 
recommended balances are aligned.  

If you need to insert a new platform, you can select the ‘Platform’ button.  You can also add new platforms and 
recommendations by accessing the Best Interests tab. 

 

 

Adding investments 
You can add investments in the same way as in TPA.  

To do this, click on the three lines next to the platform balance, and it will display the investment option screen. 

 

 

 

Hint: When using the hypothetical portfolios functionality on the Best Interests page, you will not need 
to use Alternatives (green scenarios). In addition, TPA will ignore all hypothetical portfolios. 
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This investment option screen works the same way as in Fact Find and TPA. 

 

 

 

Adding alternative scenarios 
You can store and analyse up to three different alternative scenarios. To do this, click on the Alternatives button and 
select how many scenarios users would like to analyse. 
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The green columns represent the alternative scenarios. 

 

 

 

Syncing allocations 
If you are recommending multiple platforms, you can also use the sync button to allocate the platform balances to 
the required recommended platforms. 

 

 

 

There are a few actions that can be used to allocate balances across a recommend platform: 

 Split based on scenario platform ratios; 

 Split evenly across platforms; 

 Split manually. 

This screenshot shows the how you can allocate the invested balance on a percentage basis across the platforms. 
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Note: Doing this will change the holding value for the selected scenario. It also may impact other 
comparisons that share the same holdings. The investment option percentage allocations will not 

change. 
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Comparison Details page 
The Comparison Details page is the main page used to perform a product to product analysis in Product 
Comparisons. It allows you to view your client’s existing platforms side by side along, with any recommended 
platforms.  

 

The Comparison Details page include the following components:  

1. A listing of all of the existing, recommended and alternative platforms; 

2. Functionality displaying all investments along with the ability to edit all 
options (access to portfolio builder); 

 

3. Functionality to edit all fees (double click next to the fee amount to edit it); 

4. Functionality to edit all strategies, such as the risk profile, contributions etc; 

5. Existing vs recommended projections, based on fees, strategy and risk profile; 

6. MFI (Midwinter Fee Index) or average fee, which provides an indicative 
comparison fee regardless of the fee structures used by the platform; 

7. A platform by platform investment value projection; 

8. Functionality to display the projections in present or future value; 

9. A table showing a breakdown of the year on year projections ; 

10. Ability to change the projection end date. 
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The screenshot below highlights the projection results that you can view on a more granular level. 

 

 

 

Editing platform and projection fees 
You can edit platform fees by double-clicking next to one of the fees dialogue boxes for the platform you wish to 
edit. The field will change from grey to white for editing. 
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Selecting the information button allows you to select a number of commonly used fee structures. 

 

 

Configuration for hypothetical portfolios 
Hypothetical portfolios that align with each risk profile in each platform 
This step is not necessary to complete the product comparison analysis, but it will help you provide a like for like 
analysis in line with preferred investments. 

With the correct setup, you can, with one click, push a selected hypothetical platform and investment portfolio to 
your recommendation.  

You can access this functionality through the Model Portfolio feature. There is a new configuration page to establish 
a model portfolio for each platform on you Approved Product List (APL) for each associated risk profile. 

When you select a hypothetical product, the investment options will automatically be selected based on the Model 
Portfolio that aligns with the required risk profile. This means you do not have to go into each platform and select 
the required options based on the clients risk profile; it is now done automatically.  

Dealer groups can establish model portfolios to ensure consistency across the group. These model portfolios can also 
be hidden so they are only available for use in a hypothetical product. 

If a model portfolio has not been created, Product Comparisons will create the required investment option 
automatically based on an algorithm. The algorithm should never be used to select a recommended portfolio, but 
does provide a like for like analysis in a hypothetical portfolio. 

The screen shot below is from Portfolio Book and shows where you can manage your Model Portfolio and the 
configuration for each platform and risk profile combination. 
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For popular or APL platforms, you can preset the hypothetical portfolio per risk profile (per product). 

For example: The ‘BT Super Wrap’ platform is on a user’s APL. They can create a model portfolio for each risk profile, 
and after this, each time they select the the BT Super Wrap platform for a product comparison, the correct model 
portfolio will automatically be selected and inserted on the relavent client’s risk profile. 

 

The diagram above shows the Model Portfolio mapping screen. This screen allows you to align a portfolio to a 
platform and a risk profile, so when you select a platform as hypothetical, it will automatically create the investment 
portfolio based on the pre-configured model portfolio. 

It is important to note that Midwinter does not expect that every platform will be configured with a model portfolio. 
In instances where there is no model portfolio configured, Product Comparisons can automate the selection for you. 
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Setting up module portfolios 
(To edit a model portfolio you must either be a practice manger or have the required permissions.) 

To create a model portfolio navigate to Home à Portfolio Book à Configuration à Model Portfolios as outlined in 
the below screenshot. 

 

 

 

Click on the group you would like to create the model portfolio under (Adviser, Practice, Licensee) followed by the 
create button. You can either create a new model portfolio or clone an existing one. 

Enter a name for the model portfolio, a description and select ‘Use for model portfolio mapping.’  

You should then select the structure. The available options include: 

 Superannuation 

 Pension 

 Investment 

The Model Portfolio settings box allows you to 
select from the below listed options: 

 Pre-loaded - Platforms created and 
maintained by Midwinter 

 Custom - Platforms created by either the 
user, their practice or dealer group 
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Lastly, add the investments and the percentage allocation. Once selected, the investments will populate as shown 
here: 

 

If you cannot find the investments options you were looking for, change the platform to access another range of 
investments.  

For example: if you need to add in a direct share (CBA.ASX) and the direct share is not available under the selected 
platform, change the platform to ASX 200. This will allow you to have access to the direct share so it can be added to 
your model portfolio. 
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Mapping model portfolios 
To do this, navigate to Home à Portfolio Book à Configuration à Model Portfolio Mapping and select the add 
mapping button on the far right hand side. 

You can then map the model portfolio to both a platform and a risk profile. 

 

The same model portfolio can be mapped multiple times, meaning you can map the same model portfolio to 
multiple platforms and risk profiles. 

 

Once the mapping has been performed, these platforms will be available to run hypothetical scenarios within 
Product Comparisons. 
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About the auto select algorithm 
What if model portfolio isn’t configured? 
Midwinter has developed an algorithm that creates a hypothetical portfolio based on asset allocations and 
growth/defensive splits for investment options within an investment platform. 

 
The algorithm simply identifies options within a selected platform that have a similar growth/defensive split to the 
selected risk profile and determines the closest option that matches to the relevant client risk profile.  

You do not need to use this algorithm; it can be overridden in the Portfolio Book in the Model Portfolio configuration 
area.  

It is also possible that the algorithm may not be able to return a valid match. In this instance, you will need to create 
a Model Portfolio in the Portfolio Book configuration, or look to see if the platform under consideration is 
appropriate for the client in this situation. 

When the algorithm is used, it will prefix the Model Portfolio created with ‘(System Bal)’ or ‘(System Gro).’ This 
denotes that the model portfolio was generated by the algorithm with the balanced or growth risk profile. 

 

The system generated model can then be used within your practice or dealer group. If at any stage your practice 
manager wishes to override the portfolio, they can do so in the settings page. Midwinter recommends that you 
change the name of the Model Portfolio to denote that it is a configured (rather than system generated) portfolio.  

The mechanics of the algorithm used in Product Comparisons can be explained as outlined below. Each user should 
understand the implications of using the algorithm.  

NOTE : The hypothetical portfolios selected by Product Comparisons should not be used as the basis 
of any recommendation. They are selected purely on ‘closeness to risk profile asset allocations’. The 

algorithm does not take into account other factors such as investment fees and fund manager 
strategies. 
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The aim of the algorithm is to select an investment option in a platform that most closely matches the asset 
allocation of the prevailing risk profile in the current platform. 

The algorithm tries to determine the combination of investment option that most closely matches the asset 
allocation of the current platform. This is done via the following methodology: 

 Select the list of options that match the income and defensive growth splits with a range of +-10%; 

 Perform a sum of least squares on each asset class and return to the top 5; 

 See if any of the option names have a match for the risk profile names (of the top 5); 

 If there is no match, use the best fit option. If there is a match, use that option. 

This process will ensure you use a closely matched investment option (by asset allocation) and if there is a ‘house 
option’ (i.e. a name match), this is also considered (assuming it is in the top 5 asset allocation matched options). 

 

Understanding the Best Interest page 
The Best Interest page shows a breakdown of all key aspects of the product comparison. Its designed to assist 
advisers identify products that best meet their client’s need and support advisers to meet their best interest 
obligations by demonstrating the research of existing, recommended and alternative/hypothetical platforms. 

Ensuring a like for like Comparison 
The best interest output page allows you to select the platform and options which best suit your client’s needs.  

There are other factors involved which are not specifically related to product. These include the amount invested 
and contribution strategy. 

To ensure a like for like comparison, the following best interest factors are compared: 

 The same starting balance; 

 Transaction fees from disposing of all existing platforms; 

 Cost of acquiring the compared platform; 

 Projects based on the same risk profile and contribution strategy inputs; 

 Features that are important to the client and their needs; 

 Projected balance at the end of the period; 

 How fees act with the change in portfolio value over time (tiered discounts). 
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The table below highlights what each item in the Summary table is trying to measure: 

Fiduciary Matrix Row Meaning  Comments 

Platform name Short name of the platform. It is possible the same name can appear multiple times – especially 
if users are comparing the same platform with different portfolios. 

Summary Scenario. The summary here is to define the section, however the row 
information lets users know whether the existing recommended 
hypothetical or alternative is being displayed. This is colour coded 
for visual as well. 

Growth/defensive split The percentage of portfolio 
which is allocated to growth 
or defensive assets based on 
benchmark/target 
allocations. 

If this is red then the portfolio is outside the tolerance for the risk 
profile used. 

Net amount invested The sum of all existing 
investment less any 
applicable exist fees and 
entry fees. 

If the users are withdrawing/rolling from existing platforms and 
investing the total amount into each of the platforms. This is the 
net amount after exit fees and entry fees have been applied.  

Total investment fee The weighted average cost 
of the portfolio. 

Each platform will have investments, - these are the combined 
percentage based on the ICR + Investment Fees for each of the 
underlying investments. 

First year total fees The total dollar ongoing 
costs for the platform, 
including investment and 
platform level costs. 

If users invested in the platform with the selected portfolio, what 
are the costs? 

End of first year 
balance 

The projected balance of 
the platform at the end of 
the first year. 

This takes into account the risk profile returns and strategies 
(common to all platforms in the Fiduciary Matrix).  

Final balance The projected balance at the 
end of the projection period 
(e.g. retirement age, etc). 

Extends the projection of the first year balance (including risk 
profile and strategy). 

Comparison fee (MFI) MFI = Midwinter fee index. 
This is the effective average 
fee each year. 

This fee measure takes into account all fees to provide a single 
average annual cost of fees. It’s hard to compare fees based on 
tiered, rebates, dollar, %, entry etc. This comparison fee will 
determine the average fee payable over the projection period. 

Feature coverage The number of relevant 
features (selected per client) 
that the platform covers. 

This is not a score but denotes which features are covered by the 
platform, which have been deemed relevant to the client. If users 
change the relevant features, it will change the feature coverage.  
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How to add hypothetical platforms 
On the Best Interest page, choose the existing account that contains the strategy that will be used for the like for like 
comparison and click on the ‘run hypothetical’ button. 

 

Select the platforms that are to be used in the comparison. If the desired platform is not available in the list you can 
either: 

1. Create a model portfolio and map it (as shown above in Setting up module portfolios); 

2. Create a platform mapping. 

To create a platform mapping, click on the ‘Run hypothetical’ button as shown in the screenshot below and select 
the tab called ‘Create platform mapping.’ 

 

Select the missing platform from the list of available platforms and then select ‘Create.’  

The system will automatically select an investment option, which will match the selected client’s risk profile. For 
more information on how this is done, please refer to section above called ‘About the auto select algorithm.’ 
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The picture below shows the comparison of 6 platforms. They all have the same starting balance and they all have 
the same contributions and risk profiles. The platforms and investments differ to reflect the like for like comparison 
strategy.  

 

 

In the example presented above: 

 The client had $125k allocated between Australian Super and Australian Ethical; 

 Both existing investment options did not match the client’s risk profile; 

 The adviser created a hypothetical platform for the two existing platforms and let the system determine like 
for like investments for a portfolio to match the client’s risk profile; 

 The adviser wished to compare a couple of other alternative platforms like MTAA and CFS Wholesale; 

 After comparing the four hypothetical platforms, the adviser reasoned that CFS wholesale was in the best 
interest of the client. This reasoning is based on: 

o It had the highest coverage of relevant features, 

o It was the lowest cost, 

o There were no other impediments like insurance etc to switch; 

 The adviser then promoted the CFS hypothetical to be the recommended platform. 
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To promote the chosen Hypothetical platform to recommended, click on the circling arrows. 

 

 

 

Feature comparisons 
Depending on the client’s objectives, certain features may be more relevant than others.  

For example: insurance features may only be relevant if the client needs insurance or if it’s likely that the platform 
will provide insurance at some stage. 

The Fundsbase feature provides research data on 72 different superannuation features. It is unlikely that all 72 will 
be relevant to the client’s situation. 

It’s important to note that the relevant features will impact the feature output in the Fiduciary Matrix.  

To edit the features, go to the features page and select which features are relevant to the client. 

If you have a default pre-set list of features, they will automatically be applied. You can adjust the list (per 
comparison) based on the client’s requirements. 
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Once you have set up the relevant features, the Fiduciary Matrix on the Best Interest page will show you the gained 
and lost comparison for each platform (against the recommended). 

Below is an example of the Fiduciary Matrix. You can see based on the comparison, which platform features are 
‘better’ and which ones that are ‘worse’ than the recommended platform. 
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Editing pre-set feature lists 
(To create a pre-set feature list you must be either a practice manager or have been granted the relevant 
permissions.) 

A fee comparison is just one part of meeting your best interest duties. The features are also a valuable component to 
demonstrate you are working in the client’s best interest when moving client monies between platforms. 

To facilitate this, you can pre-set features which are generally important to the client. These pre-set features can be 
overwritten or altered for each client. 

The pre-set feature list basically removes the need to build up the 72 features for each client. 

If you have more than one pre-set feature list, you can nominate which one should be defaulted. The nomination of 
the default and the creation of the pre-set lists can be done through portfolio book. 

This can be found via Home à Portfolio Book à Configuration à Preset 
Features 

Click on the ‘Add’ button and select the platform type. 

Enter in a name for the features list and select the relevant features. 
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Midwinter Financial Services Pty Ltd (Midwinter), ABN 22 121 020 620, has endeavoured to ensure that the information contained in this communication is 
accurate, but to the maximum extent permitted by the Law, disclaims all liability for errors or omissions. Midwinter provides no warranties and makes no 
representation that the information generated is appropriate for your particular circumstances.  

This document does not provide any investment, financial product, legal or taxation advice as to the suitability of any products, strategies and services described 
in the document. Any financial product and investment advice given in this site, including forecasts and opinions, should be considered general advice only. This 
document has been prepared without taking into account your particular objectives, financial situation and needs. You should consult a licensed financial 
planner before making any financial decisions based on the calculated outputs or information from this document. 


